
Abstract

MonoForest framework for tree ensemble analysis
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H(x) = ∑  wM∏ c(x)
M ∈ 2C c ∈ M
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Properties
1�  The values wM are defi ned by points, satisfying all conditions of the monomial
2�  Conditions in a single monomial are based on diff erent features
3�  It is possible to reorder conditions inside monomials

In this work, we introduce a new decision 
tree ensemble representation framework: 
instead of using a graph model we transform 
each tree into a well-known polynomial form. 
We apply the new representation to three 
tasks: theoretical analysis, model reduction, 
and interpretation. Polynomial form of 
the tree ensemble allows a straightforward 
interpretation of the original model. 
In our experiments, it shows comparable 
results with state-of-the-art interpretation 
techniques. Another application of the 
framework is the ensemble-wise pruning: 

we can drop monomials from the polynomial, 
based on train data statistics. This way we 
reduce the model size up to 3 times without 
loss of its quality. It is possible to show the 
equivalence of tree shape classes that share 
the same polynomial. This fact gives us the 
ability to train model in one tree's shape 
and exploit it in another, which is easier for 
computation or interpretation form. We 
formulate a problem statement for optimal 
tree ensemble translation from one form to 
another and build a greedy solution to this 
problem.

Tree is sum of monomials
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Applications
Tree Ensemble Conversion
Ensembles of trees that are able to generate 
the same set of monomials are equivalent. 
It is possible to convert polynomial form back 
to tree ensemble of a diff erent form. This 
allows to train decision tree ensembles with 
one GBDT library and then use in another. As 
an example, CatBoost uses restricted types of 

decision trees — symmetric ones, which are 
fast to apply, but could provide less quality 
for some datasets. Our framework allows 
to convert any tree ensemble to ensemble 
of symmetric ones and exploit fast inference 
provided by CatBoost.

Data: Monomials M1 … MN, monomial weights W1 … WN

Result: Symmetric tree ensemble H(x) = ∑T
t=1 H[t](x)

def SymmetricTree (M � monomial features, W � weight);

 | return oblivious tree, generated by monomial M

 ������ with weights W;

def IsSubset (M � monomial features, h � tree):

 | return True if features from M are subset of feature of tree h;

H = [];

T = ();

w0 + (w1 – w0 + w3)c0(x) + (w1 – w0)c1(x) + c0(x)c1(x)(w0 – w1) +�

(w2 – w1)c1(x)c2(x) + (w1 – w2)c0(x)c1(x)c2(x) + w4c1(x)c3(x)

Such conversion allows to achieve up to 40% 
inference speedup for LightGBM type of trees 
on Higgs dataset.

Ensemble Pruning
In practice, pruning for tree ensembles is 
done on a per-tree basis, and early stopping 
strategies are used to select the optimal 
ensemble size. MonoForest representation 
allows to design schemes to perform 
ensemble-wise pruning. Simplest prunning 

algorithm could rely on any quality measure 
for single monomial h(x). We propose to use 
an estimated squared risk improvement over 
setting the specifi ed monomial weight to zero 
as a monomial quality measure.

h(x) =
o  с1(x) * с2(x) =�0

Ex~D||h(x)||2 = w12
2 P(c1(x) =1 && c2(x) =1��

Q(h) = Ex~D||h(x) – 0||2 = Ex~D||h(x)||2
def

w12  c1(x) * с2(x) =�1
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Data Set Trained Ensemble AUC Pruned ensemble AUC Reduction ration

Adult 92�76 92�75 2�58

Amazon 82�51 82�51 2�6

KDD Internet 95�71 95�74 2�07

KDD Upselling 85�72 85�72 3�78

Epsilon 95�76 95�76 1�11

Monomials with quality values right from 
the line are used after pruning
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Model Interpretation
Feature attribution methods are designed 
to answer, why and how each feature 
infl uences model prediction. Those methods 
could be global, describing feature infl uence 
on average, or local, explaining how model 
deals with one sample. Existing interpretation 

techniques could be used with MonoForest. 
However, our representation allows us to 
interpret a tree ensemble model as a linear 
function in a straightforward way and obtain 
competitive result to more sophisticated 
approaches.

H(x) = w1c1(x) + w135c1(x)c3(x)c5(x) + w18c1(x)c8(x) + … = c1(x)(w1 + w135c3(x)c5(x) + w18c8(x)) + …

H(x) = ∑ wM∏ c(x) + ∑ I{xk>bki }(∑ wM⋃{cki } ∏ c(x))
M ∈ 2C–k M ∈ 2C–kc ∈ M c ∈ Mi

v(k) = ∑ �x~D ( I{xk >bki} ∑ wM⋃{cki } ∏ c(x))
M ∈ 2C–k c ∈ Mi
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h(x) = w12c1(x)c2(x)

for i ∈1 … N do
 | if ∃t ∈ 0 … T: IsSubset(Mi ,H[t]) = True then
 | | /* Tree has the same split conditions

 | | AddMonomialToTree(Mi ,Wi ,H[t]);

 | else
 | | H[T] = SymmetricTree(Mi ,Wi );

 | | T = T +�1�

end

Return ∑T
t=1 H[t];

Algorithm 1: Greedy ensemble composition algorithm.


